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1. Banach injective envelopes need not be treated entirely separately 
from classical injective envelopes of modules. Of course it is well known that 
the definition of an injective space is an instance of a very general definition: 
I is an injective object provided for every embedding e : A -+ E and morphism 
f : A -+ I there exists a morphism g : E -+ I such that ge = f. One must 
interpret “object” as Banach space, “morphism” as linear transformation 
of norm at most 1, “embedding” as isometric linear embedding. It is also 
known, and used in [2,4, 51, that a “unique smallest” containing injective 
object is commonly called an injective envelope and is likely to have other 
interesting properties. 
In abelian categories [3], an injective envelope is defined as an essential 
injective extension. “Extension”: any embedding e : A + E exhibits A as a 
subobject of E and E as an extension of A. The nub is “essential”. The most 
usual definition is that E is an essential extension of A if for every nonzero 
subobject B of E, An B f 0. One should say instead: an extension of A by 
e : A -+ E is esselptial if for every morphism h : E ---f F, if he is an embedding 
then h is an embedding. 
It is a quick exercise to check that this definition is equivalent to the usual 
one in abelian categories. Moreover, this notion of essentiality is explicitly 
(though not by this name) central in Cohen’s [2] and Kaufman’s [6] construc- 
tions of Banach injective envelopes. 
The exercise validating this definition of injective envelope, in great 
generality, is as follows. Concerning the notions of “object” and “morphism” 
one assumes the axioms of a category [3]. Concerning “embeddings” e one 
assumes the cancellation law: if ef = eg then f = g. (When morphisms are 
functions and embedding morphisms are one-to-one, cancellation holds.) 
Without cancellation, any essential extension e : A -+ I can be embedded in 
any injective extension j : A -+ J. Injectiveness of J yields g : I-+ / such 
that ge = j. Then, since ge is an embedding and I an essential extension, g is 
an embedding. Now invoke cancellation and assume that I is also injective 
and j is also essential. Since the identity 1 : I -+ I is a morphism into an 
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injective object and g is an embedding, there is h : J -+ I such that hg = 1. 
Hence e = hge = hj. Since j is essential, h is an embedding, and we may 
cancel in h(gh) = (hg) h = h = 121 to conclude gh = 1 : J + J. Thus g and h 
are isomorphisms inverse to each other; an injective envelope is unique up to 
isomorphism. 
REMARK ON REMARK 1. A similar but more special treatment of injective 
envelopes is given by Banaschewski and Bruns [l]. Their conditions do apply 
for Banach spaces, but proving it requires extra work to carry over their 
Lemma 2. 
2. For Banach spaces A, the injective envelope e : A -+I is not only 
unique up to isomorphism, but unique up to a unique isomorphism. (That is 
not the case in abelian groups.) This amounts to saying that I has no auto- 
morphism (different from 1) leaving A pointwise fixed. This is the central 
result of [5], and it is Corollary 2 in Kaufman’s paper [6]. In each place a 
somewhat stronger result is proved. But more is true and can be proved more 
easily. Injectiveness is irrelevant, essentiality is the crux. 
Call an extension e : A + E rigid if for every morphism f : E -+ E 
different from 1, fe f e. 
PROPOSITION. An essential extension of a Banach space is rigid. 
PROOF. We must show that a nonrigid extension e : A + E is nonessential. 
Thus given a morphism f : E + E which moves some x to f(x) f x, but 
keeps fe = e, we need a morphism g : E -+ G which does not embed E 
isometrically but does embed the subspace e(A) isometrically. We define g 
as the quotient morphism to the quotient space G of E by the one-dimensional 
subspace spanned by y = x - f(x). What must be shown is that for every a 
in e(A), /I g(a) 11 = min, I/ a $ Xy jl = /I a /j . Since hy is hx -f (Ax), we need 
only show that 11 a + y /I 3 j/ a I/ . In the real subspace spanned by a, x, 
and f(x), we may assume 11 a II = 1 and we wish to show that the line 
{a + Ay : h real} supports the unit sphere. Suppose on the contrary that 
11 a + euy I/ < 1 for some co. For b near a, II b + coy II < II b il; 
// b + cy /I ( jj b /I for E between 0 and co, and /j b - cy ij > /I b /j for all E of 
that sign, For small E, a + EX is such a b, and 
f (a + EX) = a + cf (x) = (a + ox) - 6y; 
thus 11 f(b) II > j/ b II , a contradiction. 
The proposition just proved is not the full dual of Rainwater’s Lemma 1 [7] 
(which in fact is false for Banach spaces), but it is the dual of the special case 
of Lemma 1 applied in Rainwater’s construction of projective covers (Gleason 
covers; the dual of an envelope) in compact Hausdorff spaces. Rainwater’s 
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other lemmas and his construction carry over easily, substantially without 
any geometry. The construction is given in Kaufman’s Theorem 1 [6]; the 
argument just indicated is a bit different from Kaufman’s. 
REMARK ON REMARK 2. This proposition and its application can be 
carried over to the setting of [1], for MacNeille completions. Just as for 
Banach spaces, this involves using some explicit facts about the structure 
of objects, but less than in previous proofs of existence and rigidity of enve- 
lopes. 
3. In conclusion I should like to emphasize that none of the procedures 
we call “constructions” of the injective envelope is an explicit construction; 
Zorn’s Lemma enters everywhere. Of course, one needs Zorn’s Lemma even 
to prove that one-dimensional spaces are injective (the Hahn-Banach Theo- 
rem), but it should be possible to give a choice-free description of the rigidly 
unique injective envelope. In the real case, there is an explicit partial descrip- 
tion giving the envelope I as a metric space and isometric extension of A [4,5]. 
Perhaps it is reasonable to pose the problem of proving without the axiom 
of choice that that construction yields a Banach space. 
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